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CO Cam (TIC 160268882) is the second ‘single-sided pulsator’ to be discovered. These are
stars where one hemisphere pulsates with a significantly higher amplitude than the other side
of the star. CO Cam is a binary star comprised of an Am δ Sct primary star with Teff =
7070 ± 150 K, and a spectroscopically undetected G main-sequence secondary star. The
dominant pulsating side of the primary star is centred on the L1 point. We have modelled
the spectral energy distribution combined with radial velocities, and independently the TESS
light curve combined with radial velocities. Both of these give excellent agreement and robust
system parameters for both stars. The δ Sct star is an oblique pulsator with at least four low
radial overtone (probably) f modes with the pulsation axis coinciding with the tidal axis of
the star, the line of apsides. Preliminary theoretical modelling indicates that the modes must
produce much larger flux perturbations near the L1 point, although this is difficult to understand
because the pulsating star does not come near to filling its Roche lobe. More detailed models of
distorted pulsating stars should be developed. These newly discovered single-sided pulsators
offer new opportunities for astrophysical inference from stars that are oblique pulsators in
close binary stars.
Key words: stars: individual: CO Cam (TIC 160268882; HD 106112) – stars: oscillations –
stars: variables: δ Scuti.

1 I N T RO D U C T I O N
Stars are not perfect spheres. Even KIC 11145123 (Kurtz et al.
2014; Gizon et al. 2016; Hatta et al. 2019), which was widely
reported to be the ‘roundest object ever observed in nature’,1 has
an equatorial radius 3 ± 1 km larger than its polar radius. It is an
oblate spheroid due to its slow (Prot ∼ 100 d) rotation, and we expect
all rotating stars to be oblate spheroids in the absence of magnetic
fields or tides, the other strong global forces that distort stars from
sphericity.
The fundamental data of asteroseismology are mode frequencies
with mode identifications (Aerts, Christensen-Dalsgaard & Kurtz
2010), where for convenience the modes are described by spherical
harmonics, even though those are technically only correct for perfect
spheres. An exception to this simple description is for very rapidly
rotating stars that are highly oblate; these have novel modes known

 E-mail: kurtzdw@gmail.com (DWK); gerald@camk.edu.pl (GH);
sar@mit.edu (SAR)
† Amateur Astronomer.
‡ Citizen Scientist.
1 See e.g. phys.org/news/2016-11-distant-star-roundest-nature.html

as ‘island’ and ‘whispering gallery’ modes (see e.g. Reese et al.
2009a,b; chapter 3.8.7, Aerts et al. 2010; Mirouh et al. 2019)
Rotation breaks the spherical symmetry in a star, and it was long
a standard assumption that the pulsation axis and the rotation axis in
a pulsating star coincide. That assumption is generally good, as in
the case of KIC 11145123, and it is a fundamental assumption of the
asteroseismic method for determining a star’s rotational inclination
and studying spin-orbit alignment, or misalignment, in exoplanet
systems (see e.g. Kamiaka, Benomar & Suto 2018). But there
are other forces that can distort a star from spherical symmetry:
particularly magnetic fields and tides.
Kurtz (1982) discovered high radial overtone p-mode pulsations
in strongly magnetic Ap stars, which he called rapidly oscillating
Ap stars, a name later contracted to roAp stars. Many of those stars
show equally split frequency multiplets that previously would have
been interpreted as rotationally split multiplets, where the splitting
only differs slightly from the rotation frequency of the star by a
factor of (1 − Cn ), where Cn is the well-known ‘Ledoux constant’
(Ledoux 1951; see also, Aerts et al. 2010, chapter 1).
The Ap stars have strong, global magnetic fields with strengths
of about a kG to a few tens of kG. Because of atomic diffusion
in the presence of strong, stable magnetic fields, these stars have
long-lived spots that generate stable rotational light curves, hence
the rotational frequencies can be precisely determined. Kurtz (1982)
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binary stars with components in the δ Sct instability strip often show
no pulsations at all, but some do. Gaulme & Guzik (2019) have made
a good start in examining this. Now the statistics of pulsations in
close binary stars needs to be studied even more systematically, in
comparison with the statistics for pulsations in wide binaries and
single stars. The growing TESS data set plus the Kepler data – both
for all binaries and for single stars – allow for that.
A question then is: are there close binary stars with δ Sct
components that have the pulsation axis aligned with the tidal axis?
That is the strongest distortion of the pulsating star from spherical
symmetry, so such stars should exist and, because the tidal axis
is inclined 90◦ to the orbital/rotation axis, they will be oblique
pulsators. The answer to this question is yes, these stars have now
been discovered. Handler et al. (2020) presented the first such star,
HD 74423 (TIC 355151781). Remarkably, not only does this star
pulsate with an axis aligned with the tidal axis, it pulsates primarily
on one side, hence has been called a ‘single-sided pulsator’.
Thus, HD 74423 was the first oblique pulsator to be found in a
close binary, and its pulsation axis is the tidal axis. What we have
been expecting to find for 40 yr has now been observed. In this
paper, we present the second discovery of a ‘single-sided pulsator’,
the known close binary star CO Cam, whose radial velocity (RV)
variations have been studied for over a century. Where HD 74423
has a single pulsation frequency, making the detection and interpretation of oblique pulsation through the frequency multiplet pattern
straightforward, CO Cam is multiperiodic, hence more complex to
decipher. We have successfully done so, and present the analysis
showing this in Section 3.
CO Cam and HD 74423 are the first two members of the new class
of single-sided pulsators – stars that are oblique pulsators where we
can study the interaction of tidal distortion and pulsation. This will
enhance our understanding of pulsation in binary stars in general,
and it will provide observational constraints on the stellar structure
of tidally distorted stars, particularly in the outer acoustic cavity.
2 CO CAM
CO Cam (HR 4646; HD 106112; TIC 160268882) is a bright, V =
5.14 mag, northern binary star in the constellation Camelopardalis.
It was earlier known as 4 Draconis until the constellation
boundaries were formalized by the IAU at its General Assembly in Leiden in 1928 and this star was definitively placed in
Camelopardalis. CO Cam is a close binary with an orbital period
of 1.2709927 ± 0.0000007 d (this work). In Table 1, we summarize
some information about the system’s magnitudes, distance, proper
motions, and other fundamental parameters.
We note that Gaia parallaxes of binary stars measure not just the
distance to the stars, but also their motion about each other on the
plane of the sky. The binary semimajor axis determined in this work
(and given in Section 6.2 below) gives a maximum separation of the
two components on the sky of 910 μas. We find a mass ratio below
of 0.58, hence the primary pulsating star changes position on the sky
over an orbit by 334 μas. This is measurable by Gaia. If we take that
change of position of the primary to be the uncertainty to the parallax
(cf. Table 1), we find that the distance is still known to a precision
of about 1 per cent. Averaged over the many measurements of Gaia,
the uncertainty is more likely larger than that quoted in Table 1, but
this does not impact significantly on the results in the paper.
Diagnostics for the Gaia astrometric solution indeed indicate
that the orbital motion of CO Cam contributes some scatter, but
likely not enough to significantly decrease the quality of the fit. The
Gaia archive reports excess astrometric noise of 930 μas about the
best fit, nearly three times larger than the expected orbital motion
MNRAS 494, 5118–5133 (2020)
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found that the frequency multiplets in the roAp stars are split by the
rotation frequency to such precision that the Ledoux constant would
have to be improbably small if those multiplets were rotational, and
he showed by arguments of phase matching between the pulsation
amplitude and rotational (spot) phase that the splitting is exactly
equal to the rotational splitting. This led to the oblique pulsator
model, where the pulsation axis was shown not to be the rotation
axis, but was instead assumed to be the magnetic axis. Later
theoretical work (Shibahashi & Saio 1985; Shibahashi & Takata
1993; Takata & Shibahashi 1995; Bigot & Dziembowski 2002;
Bigot & Kurtz 2011) showed that both the centrifugal and Lorentz
forces govern the pulsation axis, which is inclined to the rotation
axis, but does not have to coincide exactly with the magnetic axis.
The oblique pulsator model was subsequently discussed in the
context of magnetic β Cephei stars (Shibahashi & Aerts 2000), the
Blazhko effect in RR Lyrae stars (Shibahashi 2000), white dwarf
stars (Montgomery et al. 2010), and even in pulsars (Clemens
& Rosen 2004), where magnetic field strengths of TeraGauss
to PetaGauss would suggest that oblique pulsation is obligatory.
Cantiello, Fuller & Bildsten (2016) discuss strong magnetic fields
in the cores of red giants in the context of the observed suppression
of dipole modes in many red giants, and they discuss more generally
asteroseismic implications of strong magnetic fields in white dwarf
stars, neutron stars and possibly subdwarf B stars, although not in the
context of oblique pulsation. Walczak & Daszyńska-Daszkiewicz
(2018) also discuss oblique pulsation in a general context of
asteroseismology of magnetic stars.
With all of this in mind, it has seemed evident since the discovery
of the roAp stars that in close binary stars, strong tidal distortion
might force the pulsation axis to coincide with the tidal axis. In
binaries that are in contact or only slightly detached, it seems
plausible that the pulsation axis would be the axis of greatest
distortion of the stars from spherical symmetry. Hence, we have
been searching for stars with their pulsation axis aligned with the
tidal axis for over 40 yr, since the discovery of oblique pulsation.
Gaulme & Guzik (2019) conducted the first systematic survey of
pulsating stars in eclipsing binaries in the Kepler eclipsing binary
catalogue, which includes stars with orbital periods as short as
0.05 d. They found 13 systems with periods less than 0.5 d that
show γ Dor or δ Sct pulsations, although they could not rule
out false positives, e.g. potential third components, or background
contamination. Interestingly, they could not come to a conclusion
about whether being in a close binary suppresses pulsation. The
statistics are not yet good enough to tell whether the incidence of
pulsation in close binary stars differs from that of (seemingly) single
stars or those in wide binaries.
There is no other systematic study of δ Sct pulsation in near
contact binary stars. There are many individual studies of such
pulsation in widely separated binaries, including eclipsing binary
stars (see e.g. Maceroni et al. 2015), and a catalogue of 199 binary
systems with δ Sct components was provided by Liakos & Niarchos
(2017), with orbital periods as short as 0.7 d. Murphy et al. (2018)
even developed a novel technique that studied the orbits of 341
new binaries using the δ Sct pulsations as frequency standards, but,
because of requirements of the technique, those stars all have orbital
periods greater than 20 d, so are not close to contact.
Other studies have probed tidally induced pulsations in ‘Heartbeat
Stars’ (see Guo et al. 2020 and references therein), but even in those
extremely eccentric systems with periastron distances of only a
few stellar radii, it has appeared, or at least been assumed, that
both the g mode and p mode have pulsations axes aligned with
the rotation/orbital axis. We ourselves have (unsystematically) also
noticed in our examination of both Kepler and TESS data that close
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Table 1. Properties of the CO Cam system.
Parameter

12:12:11.96
77:36:58.78
4.857 ± 0.007
5.130 ± 0.023
4.371 ± 0.029
4.374 ± 0.235
4.341 ± 0.028
7075 ± 100
1.89 ± 0.2
7.96 ± 0.05
1.270 9927 ± 0.0000007
72.3 ± 0.3
0.7 ± 0.3
33.56 ± 0.17
+10.2 ± 0.3
+19.6 ± 0.3

a ExoFOP

(exofop.ipac.caltech.edu/tess/index.php).
catalogue (Skrutskie et al. 2006).
c WISE point source catalogue (Cutri et al. 2013).
d This work.
e Gaia DR2 (Lindegren et al. 2018a).
f Bischoff et al. (2017).
b 2MASS

Figure 1. Radial velocity curve for CO Cam based on the data of Bischoff
et al. (2017). The data were rephased with respect to TESS epoch of
photometric superior conjunction of the primary star, and refitted with
a circular orbit. The K and γ velocities and their uncertainties remain
unchanged from those given by Bischoff et al. (2017).

calculated above. Most of this excess noise is likely instrumental;
bright stars such as CO Cam tend to show similar levels of excess
astrometric noise. The renormalized unit weight error (RUWE;
Lindegren et al. 2018a, 2018b) statistic calculated by the Gaia
team compares the measured excess scatter about the best-fitting
astrometric solution for a given star to other stars with the same
brightness and colours, where a value close to 1 indicates a typical
level of scatter, and a value larger than about 1.3 indicates some other
source of astrometric scatter may be present (usually a close binary
companion). The astrometric solution for CO Cam has RUWE =
1.30, indicating marginally elevated astrometric noise given the
star’s magnitude and colours. The Gaia astrometric solution for CO
Cam therefore is only slightly affected by the star’s binary motion.
One of the spectral classifications of CO Cam is kA6hF0mF0(III)
(Gray et al. 2003), meaning that it is a marginal metallic-lined A-F
MNRAS 494, 5118–5133 (2020)

2 Some of the small discrepancies in the O − C curve may come from the
lack of barycentric corrections, and from the unknown reference time for the
time stamps and unknown integration times in the earliest historical data.
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RA (J2000) (h m s)
Dec. (J2000) (◦   )
Ta
Va
Kb
W1c
W4c
Teff (K)d
R (R )e
L (L )e
Orbital period (d)d
K1 (km s−1 )f
γ (km s−1 )f
Distance (pc)e
μα (mas yr−1 )e
μδ (mas yr−1 )e

Value

star, and suggesting that it is a giant near the TAMS. Abt (1961) gave
a spectral type of kA5hF2mF5(IV), hence Abt saw the spectrum as
being a classical Am star a bit cooler than F0, but also only slightly
evolved. Its Gaia DR2 distance (Gaia Collaboration 2016, 2018;
Luri et al. 2018) is 33.56 ± 0.17 pc. Neglecting reddening for such
a close star gives an absolute visual magnitude of MV = 2.51 mag.
The Strömgren colours, b − y = 0.198, m1 = 0.221 and c1 = 0.710
give δm1 = 0.029 and δc1 = 0.034 (Crawford 1979); the δm1 index
is consistent with an Am star with slightly enhanced metallicity,
and the δc1 index suggests a star closer to the main sequence
than the spectral classifications suggest. However, the atmospheric
structure – particularly the temperature gradient – and the abundance
anomalies in Am stars can distort estimates of luminosity both from
spectral classification and the δc1 index.
Those same standard relations (Crawford 1979) give an absolute
magnitude of MV = 2.62 mag, which is in agreement with the spectral classification of the star being evolved off the main sequence.
Calibrations of Strömgren photometry by Crawford (1979), coupled
to the grids of Moon & Dworetsky (1985), give an estimate of Teff =
7300 K (consistent with the Teff we derive in this work – see Table 1
and Section 6), and log g = 4.0, consistent with the luminosity class,
IV, of Abt (1961). All estimates from the Strömgren photometry
presume that the secondary is too faint to perturb the photometric
indices, and do not take interstellar reddening into account as no
Hβ value is available.
The orbit of CO Cam was first discussed by Lee (1916), who
found an orbital period of Porb = 1.27100 ± 0.00002 d, K =
65 km s−1 and a barycentric velocity of γ = 1.5 km s−1 . He stated
that ‘...the spectrum contains numerous good lines’, with which we
agree, and his result has stood the test of time of more than a century.
Based on observations obtained less than 2 yr later WojtkiewiczOkulicz (1925) reported RV variations of the star and derived an
orbital period of 1.271 d.
Abt (1961), in his famous paper where he showed that almost all
Am stars are in short-period binaries, gave orbital parameters for
CO Cam of Porb = 1.2709934 ± 0.0000007 d, K = 69.8 km s−1 ,
γ = −2.2 km s−1 , e = 0 and a mass function of f(M) = 0.0449 M .
Abt’s observations were made at McDonald Observatory in 1959;
he combined them with those taken by Lee in 1913–1916 at Yerkes
Observatory to derive the orbital period. Margoni, Munari & Stagni
(1992) collected radial velocities from several literature sources
ranging in time from Lee (1916) to Abt (1961) to derive an improved
orbital period of 1.2709943 ± 0.0000008 d−1 .
The most recent RV data on CO Cam were given by Bischoff
et al. (2017). We used the data from their table A1 to reproduce the
RV curve which we show here in Fig. 1; our version of the RV curve
is phased to the TESS epoch of superior conjunction of the primary.
This is the time when the L1 side of the primary is facing the line
of sight, and it coincides with pulsation amplitude maximum, as we
show below in Section 4. We find the best values for K and γ from
the Bischoff et al. (2017) RV data are unchanged from their values,
72.3 ± 0.3 and 0.7 ± 0.2 km s−1 , respectively.
In Table 2 and Fig. 2, we summarize all the available orbital phase
information for the past century. The references for these data are
given in the notes to Table 2. Fig. 2 is presented in the form of an
O − C diagram. While there are some few σ discrepancies,2 for
the most part the orbital period is consistent with being constant at
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Table 2. Historical binary phase information.
Epoch of phase zeroa
2420285.2148
2420822.8587
2436758.5636
2448399.5677
2457499.8857
2458693.3431

O − Cb
− 0.6
+19.5
+16.5
− 10.1
+4.3
− 2.6

±
±
±
±
±
±

7.2 min
14.4 min
7.2 min
2.9 min
1.4 min
1.4 min

Method

Ref.c

RV
RV
RV
Photom.
RV
Photom.

1
2
3
4
5
6

a Time

of superior conjunction of the primary star.
to an orbital period of 1.2709927 d with an epoch zero time of
BJD 2458693.3449 during the TESS observations.
c References: (1) Lee (1916); (2) Wojtkiewicz-Okulicz (1925); (3) Abt
(1961), after taking into account that Lee et al. used an earlier definition
of ‘astronomers’ GMT’; (4) ESA (1997); (5) Bischoff et al. (2017); (6)
current work.
b Referenced

P = 1.2709927 d over an interval of 107 yr. This is the value for P
that we adopt for this work.
3 C O C A M : D I S C OV E RY O F P U L S AT I O N S
A N D F R E Q U E N C Y A N A LY S I S
CO Cam was observed by TESS in sector 14 in 2-min cadence. A
number of the authors (TJ, DL, SR, and AV) have participated in
a continuing program of visual inspection of Kepler, K2 and TESS
light curves as a supplement to the usual computer searches for
periodic signals. The main goal of this program is to find unusual
objects or phenomena that might be missed by the more conventional searches. Some of the interesting objects that have been found
as part of this program are listed in Rappaport et al. (2019). The
visual presentation of the light curves is greatly facilitated by the
software LCTOOLS developed by one of us (AS; Schmitt, Hartman
& Kipping 2019). As part of this program of visual inspection, we
first noticed the unusual modulation of the pulsation amplitude in
CO Cam with orbital phase. This generated sufficient interest to
motivate the follow-up studies that are presented in this work.
The data are available in both SAP (simple aperture photometry)
and PDCSAP (presearch-data conditioning SAP); we found the
SAP data to have better low-frequency characteristics for studying
the orbital variations, and to be similar at the higher pulsation

frequencies, hence we have performed our frequency analysis using
the SAP data. The astrophysical results are not significantly affected
by the choice of data set. The data have a time span of 26.85 d
with a centre point in time of t0 = BJD 2458696.77442, and
comprise 18581 data points following the removal of 61 outliers
after inspection by eye.
The top panel of Fig. 3 shows a section of the initial light curve
(the full light curve is too compressed to see the details at publication
scale) where the orbital variations are obvious; it can also be seen
that this is a single-sided pulsator. The ellipsoidal light variations
(ELV) caused by the tidal deformation of the primary star are
obvious with a typical double wave; the alternating maxima are
caused by Doppler boosting, as discussed in Section 6.3 below. Of
the two ELV minima, the dominant (pulsating) star is faintest when
the line of sight is along the line of apsides and the L1 side of the
primary is visible to the observer. The radial velocities discussed
in Section 2 above confirm this. The brighter ELV minimum is
enhanced by irradiation effects on the fainter companion star (see
Section 6.3) at the same time we are viewing the L3 side of the
primary.
The light curve in the top panel also shows clearly that the
pulsation amplitudes are greatest at the orbital phase of the deeper
ELV minimum (which we define below as orbital phase zero –
photometric minimum; this is the same as the superior conjunction
phase derived from the radial velocities, as seen in Fig. 1), and that
the pulsation amplitudes are much smaller at orbital phase 0.5 when
we are looking at the opposite side of the primary star.
As we will see, the secondary does not contribute significant
light to the system (see Section 6.3 below), so our light-curve
discussion is only about the primary star. The orbital photometric
variations along with some g-mode frequencies and a few lowfrequency instrumental artefacts were removed from the data with a
high-pass filter (in practice, automated sequential pre-whitening of
sinusoids in the frequency range 0–6 d−1 until the background noise
level was reached at low frequency). The resulting light curve of
the residuals to that process is shown in the bottom panel of Fig. 3
where the concentration of pulsation amplitude in one hemisphere
– the L1 side of the star – is evident. It is also evident from the light
curve of the high-pass filtered data that the star is multi-periodic, as
is shown by the clear beating of the pulsations.
MNRAS 494, 5118–5133 (2020)
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Figure 2. The O − C diagram for CO Cam based on the data points
given in Table 2. The reference epoch and period were found to be
t0 = BJD 2458693.3449 ± 0.0035 and P = 1.2709927 ± 0.0000007 d.
References to the labelled points can be found in Table 2. The red line is a
linear χ 2 fit to the O − C curve.

Figure 3. Top panel: A section of the initial light curve showing the clear
ellipsoidal variations. The section of the light curve not shown is similar.
Bottom panel: The same section of the light curve after pre-whitening the
orbital variations, g-mode frequencies and low-frequency artefacts. The
amplitude modulation of the pulsational variations with the orbital period
is striking and clear, as is the beating among the four principal mode
frequencies.
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3.2 The p-mode pulsation frequencies

3.1 The orbital frequency
We claimed in Section 1 that CO Cam is an oblique pulsator with
the pulsation axis aligned with the tidal axis – the line of apsides. To
prove this assertion, we need a precise determination of the orbital
frequency. We obtained that using RV measurements over a span of
more than a century in Section 2 above, but it is important that the
analysis of the TESS light curve be independent, since it is possible
for there to be small orbital period changes in that long time span.
We want the orbital frequency purely from the photometry to prove
the oblique pulsator model, and for independent comparison with
the RV analysis in Section 2.
The TESS data were analysed using a Discrete Fourier Transform
(Kurtz 1985) to produce amplitude spectra. The top panel in Fig. 4
shows the amplitude spectrum for the original data, where the
orbital variations dominate. The bottom panel shows the amplitude
spectrum after a high-pass filter has removed the low-frequency
variance, including the orbital variations, some g modes, and
instrumental artefacts. By inspection of the bottom panel it can
be seen that there are multiplets split by the orbital frequency, and
that the star is multi-periodic. It can also be seen that there are
harmonics and/or combination frequencies of at least some of the
p-mode frequencies.
In this section, we use data for which we have removed some
low-frequency g-mode peaks and some instrumental artefacts. It
is obvious from the top panel of Fig. 4 that the highest peak is
the second harmonic of the orbital frequency. We therefore fitted
a harmonic series based on half that frequency by least squares
and non-linear least squares. The derived orbital frequency from
this process yielded a value of ν orb = 0.786832 ± 0.000010 d−1 , or
an orbital period of Porb = 1.270920 ± 0.000015 d−1 . Our orbital
frequency derived from 26.85 d of TESS data agrees within 5σ with
the much higher precision value given in Table 1 derived from over
a century of RV measurements. We do not consider this to be a
discrepancy, given the low-frequency TESS instrumental noise in
the vicinity of the orbital frequency, and the possibility of some
change in the orbital period over the century that this star has been
studied.
MNRAS 494, 5118–5133 (2020)
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Figure 4. Top panel: The initial amplitude spectrum, where the highest
peak is at 2ν orb ; the orbital frequency, ν orb = 0.786832 ± 0.000010 d−1 ,
was derived from a harmonic series of half of the frequency of the highest
peak, 2ν orb . Bottom panel: The amplitude spectrum of the residuals after
pre-whitening all low-frequency variations – orbital, g modes and artefacts.
Pulsation multiplets and their harmonics and combinations are visible. Note
the change in ordinate scale.

To study the pulsations, we used the high-pass filtered data. The few
g-mode frequencies that were found before this filter was applied are
discussed in Section 4.1. The bottom panel of Fig. 3 shows the light
curve after the high-pass filter has removed the orbital variations
and other low frequencies; the bottom panel of Fig. 4 shows the
amplitude spectrum for the residuals after the high-pass filtering. It
is clear that the pulsation amplitudes are high when the L1 side of
the binary is towards the observer, and very low when the other side
is most visible. This is the signature of a single-sided pulsator.
Our first frequency analysis of these high-pass data used sequential pre-whitening. This involved finding the highest amplitude
frequency in the data, then fitting it, and all previously determined
frequencies, by least squares and then non-linear least squares.
During this process we checked for any significant changes in
the amplitudes and phases of previously determined frequencies
when a new frequency was added to the list. That is a useful check
to see if the window functions of any of the frequencies are not
fully resolved from each other. We then searched for patterns in
the extracted frequencies and found that there are multiplets split,
within the errors, by exactly the orbital frequency, and that the time
of pulsation maximum is the time of passage of the L1 point across
the line of sight. This is the signature of oblique pulsation. Knowing
this from our first frequency analysis then allowed us to simplify
the pre-whitening and the illustration of the pulsation frequencies
in the description that follows.
The top panel of Fig. 5 shows a high-resolution view of the
amplitude spectrum of the pulsation frequencies in the high-pass
filtered data. There are four multiplets, each split by the orbital
frequency; we know this from our first peak-by-peak frequency
analysis. Each of these multiplets is generated by the amplitude and
phase modulation of a single pulsation mode frequency. The central
peak of the multiplet is the pulsation frequency and the sidelobes
describe the amplitude and phase modulation of the pulsation with
the rotation of the mode with respect to our line of sight as the two
stars orbit each other. This is a valuable opportunity that oblique
pulsators provide: we are able to view the pulsation mode from
varying aspects, thus giving important information about the mode
geometry. No other type of pulsator provides this detailed view of
the surface geometry of the pulsation mode.
The pulsation axis is the tidal axis. That is a guide to understanding this frequency analysis. To prove this contention, we have
extracted the pulsation mode frequencies and found the amplitudes
and phases of all components of the multiplets. The method that we
used was to identify the highest amplitude mode frequency, fit that
frequency and its ±3 orbital sidelobes, first by least squares, then
non-linear least squares. The frequencies of that multiplet were
then pre-whitened from the data and the amplitude spectrum of
the residuals was inspected; the highest peak was then selected as
a mode frequency and its multiplet, plus all previous multiplets,
were fitted simultaneously to the high-pass data. Importantly, the
members of the multiplet were split by exactly the orbital frequency,
as determined in Section 3.1 above. That equal splitting is necessary
to exploit the information in the pulsation phases.
We identified the highest peak in the top panel of Fig. 5 as a mode
frequency, ν 1 , but the first orbital sidelobe of this frequency, ν 1 +
ν orb , differs in amplitude by less than the highest noise peaks, hence
there is some ambiguity. A least-squares fit of a frequency septuplet
centred on ν 1 shows four central larger amplitude peaks separated
by ν orb with the outlying members of the multiplet of much lower
amplitude, but formally significant. There is no obvious symmetry
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Figure 5. Top panel: The amplitude spectrum of the high-pass data,
showing the pulsation frequencies and their orbital sidelobes. Sequential
pre-whitening of multiplets based on the highest peaks is shown in the five
panels. The last of those, the bottom panel, shows that there is significant
amplitude left after pre-whitening the highest amplitude four multiplets. The
two highest peaks, ν 5 = 11.25135 d−1 and ν 6 = 15.29294 d−1 , show some
orbital sidelobes, but these are too close to the noise level to find the full
multiplet, thus we stopped the analysis with four secure oblique pulsator
multiplets. Note the change of ordinate scale in the bottom panel.

that helps to choose between ν 1 and ν 1 + ν orb as the mode frequency;
we chose the highest peak as the most probable.
Pre-whitening by the frequency septuplet for ν 1 found in this
manner gave the amplitude spectrum of the residuals in panel 2 of
Fig. 5. The highest peak here, ν 2 , has the same problem as we found
with ν 1 : its ν 2 + ν orb is almost as high in amplitude as ν 2 . Again,
we selected the highest peak as the mode frequency and fitted a
frequency septuplet split by ν orb .
Panel 3 of Fig. 5 shows the amplitude spectrum of the new
residuals, where ν 3 appears unambiguous. Both least-squares and
non-linear least-squares fitting give a symmetrical multiplet for ν 3 .
We can now determine that we did select the correct frequency for
ν 1 . The top panel of Fig. 6, in the vicinity of the second harmonics
of the four pulsation modes, shows the highest peak there to be a
combination term at a frequency of 27.15204 d−1 ; that is, to within
the frequency resolution of the data set of 0.037 d−1 , equal to ν 1
+ ν 3 = 27.15521 d−1 . This supports the identification of ν 1 as

the mode frequency, since if we had chosen the higher frequency
sidelobe for ν 1 as the mode frequency, this combination term would
not be ν 1 + ν 3 .
Following pre-whitening of the frequencies ν 1 , ν 2 and ν 3 along
with their orbital sidelobes, panel 4 of Fig. 5 shows another
ambiguous peak. Following the precedent above, we selected the
highest peak – the central frequency of the three obvious members of
the multiplet. The bottom, fifth panel of Fig. 5 shows the amplitude
spectrum of the residuals to the four mode frequencies plus orbital
sidelobes fit. There are two more frequencies at ν 5 = 11.25135 d−1
and ν 6 = 15.29294 d−1 that show some orbital sidelobes, but we
did not make further fits of septuplets for these frequencies because
many of the orbital sidelobes are too close to the noise level.
3.3 Testing the oblique pulsator model for CO Cam
When fitting the frequency septuplets, we fitted the mode frequencies simultaneously by non-linear least squares to optimize
the frequency determinations, but we forced the orbital sidelobes
to each of the four mode frequencies to be split by exactly the
orbital frequency, which we also assume is the rotational frequency,
since close binaries with orbital periods near 1.27 d are normally
synchronous rotators. This latter assumption is not critical to our
arguments concerning oblique pulsation. That the orbital sidelobes
were sequentially pre-whitened, as can be seen in the steps shown
in Fig. 5, demonstrates that the frequency splitting of the multiplets
is equal to the orbital frequency within the frequency resolution of
the data set.
However, if it were instead conjectured that the multiplets are
rotational septuplets for  = 3 octupole modes, then the frequency
MNRAS 494, 5118–5133 (2020)
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Figure 6. Top panel: The amplitude spectrum of the high-pass data,
showing the frequencies and their orbital sidelobes in the frequency range
of the second harmonics and combination frequencies. The highest peak
is a combination term of ν 1 + ν 2 , hence validates the choice of those
frequencies as mode frequencies. In the middle panel, the highest peak is
not any combination or harmonic. Following pre-whitening of a multiplet
for that frequency the bottom panel shows further significant amplitude, but
not at any combination or harmonic frequencies. We did not pursue these
harmonic and combination frequencies further.
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Table 3. A least-squares fit of the frequency septuplets for ν 1 , ν 2 , ν 3 and ν 4 .
The frequencies are named in order of decreasing amplitude, as that is how
they were selected in the sequential pre-whitening process. The zero-point
for the phases, t0 = 2458697.16295, has been chosen to be a time when the
two first orbital sidelobes of ν 2 have equal phase. For consistency, and to
see the relative amplitudes of the multiplet components, all seven members
of each multiplet were fitted and are shown, even though two of them have
significance in amplitude of 3σ , or less.
Amplitude
(mmag)
±0.003

Phase
(rad)

ν 1 − 3ν orb
ν 1 − 2ν orb
ν1 − νorb
ν1
ν1 + νorb
ν 1 + 2ν orb
ν 1 + 3ν orb

11.01766
11.80449
12.59132
13.37815
14.16499
14.95182
15.73865

0.021
0.028
0.359
0.548
0.522
0.427
0.024

1.490
− 2.065
− 1.622
− 1.483
− 1.620
− 1.853
− 2.457

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.146
0.114
0.009
0.006
0.006
0.008
0.131

ν 2 − 3ν orb
ν 2 − 2ν orb
ν2 − νorb
ν2
ν2 + νorb
ν 2 + 2ν orb
ν 2 + 3ν orb

10.72904
11.51587
12.30270
13.08953
13.87636
14.66320
15.45003

0.009
0.039
0.177
0.391
0.349
0.113
0.031

2.034
− 1.973
− 0.616
− 0.437
− 0.390
− 0.510
− 0.996

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.357
0.080
0.018
0.008
0.009
0.028
0.099

ν 3 − 3ν orb
ν 3 − 2ν orb
ν3 − νorb
ν3
ν3 + νorb
ν 3 + 2ν orb
ν 3 + 3ν orb

11.41656
12.20339
12.99022
13.77706
14.56389
15.35072
16.13755

0.031
0.094
0.256
0.363
0.275
0.099
0.049

0.145
0.519
1.120
1.711
1.975
1.746
2.572

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.099
0.033
0.012
0.009
0.011
0.031
0.064

ν 4 − 3ν orb
ν 4 − 2ν orb
ν4 − νorb
ν4
ν4 + νorb
ν 4 + 2ν orb
ν 4 + 3ν orb

11.74757
12.53440
13.32123
14.10806
14.89490
15.68173
16.46856

0.035
0.041
0.192
0.186
0.138
0.054
0.002

1.492
2.987
2.956
2.989
3.048
2.706
0.127

±
±
±
±
±
±
±

0.090
0.079
0.017
0.017
0.023
0.059
1.926

splitting would be given by the standard rotational splitting formula
ν 3, m = ν 3, 0 ± m(1 − Cn,  )ν rot . For low radial overtone modes, such
as these seen in CO Cam, the value of the Ledoux constant, Cn,  , is
typically a few per cent. In that case the beat frequency among the
members of the multiplet is slightly less than the orbital frequency,
ν orb , and the pulsation pattern precesses with respect to the line of
apsides. We show in the next section that pulsation maximum for all
four mode frequencies occurs when the L1 side of the star transits
the line of sight. This would be pure coincidence for rotationally
split mode frequencies, hence arguing strongly that the modes are
obliquely pulsating along the tidal axis.
We can extend this argument. For obliquely pulsating normal
modes the pulsation phases of all of the members of the septuplet
are equal at the time of pulsation maximum, and the amplitudes of
the multiplet members have a symmetry about the mode frequency.
However, CO Cam is not a perfect sphere; it is tidally distorted.
The modes are also distorted and are not simply obliquely pulsating
normal modes.
Let us look at the phases. We have chosen a zero-point in time for
the least-squares fitting of the four septuplets so that the pulsation
phases of the first orbital sidelobes for the highest amplitude mode
frequency, ν 1 = 13.37815 d−1 , are forced to be equal. The results
MNRAS 494, 5118–5133 (2020)

4 T H E P H A S E D I AG R A M S
The oblique pulsator model requires that pulsation maximum
coincides with orbital light minimum for zonal modes (m = 0)
pulsating along the tidal axis. We first isolated each frequency
multiplet by pre-whitening the other three from the high-pass data.
Fig. 7 gives a graphical view of the amplitude spectra for each
mode. These isolated data sets were then used to determine the
pulsation amplitudes and phases for each of the four mode pulsation
frequencies.
Each of the mode frequencies was fitted to sections of the isolated
data 0.3 d long. This is about 1/4 of an orbital cycle, a compromise
between orbital phase resolution (shorter sections) and better signalto-noise ratio for the amplitudes and phases (longer sections).
Within the oblique pulsator model the frequency septuplet is a
consequence of amplitude and phase modulation as a function of
orbital phase; there is only one mode frequency for each multiplet.
We chose a zero-point in time such that the phases of the first orbital
sidelobes of the highest amplitude pulsation mode frequency were
equal. That is, by choice of t0 we set φ(ν 1 − ν orb ) = φ(ν 1 + ν orb ).
We plotted the pulsation amplitude and pulsation phase as a
function of orbital phase for each of the four mode frequencies in
Fig. 8. We also plotted the orbital light variations with the larger
amplitude pulsations removed and the data binned. It is clear from
these figures that the pulsation amplitude maximum for each mode
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Frequency
(d−1 )

are shown in Table 3 where it can be seen that the phases for ν 1
and its first orbital sidelobes are essentially equal. The same is true
for ν 4 , but less so for the other septuplets. However, it must be
remembered that these pulsation modes are tidally distorted, hence
are not simply described by a single spherical harmonic, as would
be the case in a spherically symmetric star. This phase argument is
to first order. Nevertheless, the zero-point of the time-scale chosen
to force those first sidelobes to have equal phase for ν 1 must be the
time of pulsation maximum, and the time of orbital minimum light
when the L1 point crosses the line of sight. Those are requirements
of the oblique pulsator model. In the next section, we further test to
see if that is the case.
We note that the Doppler shift of the pulsation frequency by the
orbital motion also generates a frequency multiplet split by exactly
the orbital frequency (Shibahashi & Kurtz 2012). Applying equation
21 of Shibahashi & Kurtz (2012) yields a value of their parameter
−1
, where
α = 0.004, where they show to first order that α = A+1A+A
0
A+1 and A−1 are the amplitudes of the first sidelobes, and A0 is the
amplitude of the mode frequency. Thus for the highest amplitude
mode frequency of CO Cam, ν 1 = 13.37815 d−1 , its amplitude of
A0 = 0.548 mmag then gives the expected amplitudes for the first
sidelobes of A+1 = A−1 = 0.001 mmag. This is much less than the
root-mean-square uncertainty in amplitude, as given in Table 3, of
0.003 mmag, hence the effect of frequency modulation caused by
the orbital motion is negligible in this analysis and has no discernible
impact on the observed frequency multiplets, which are caused by
the amplitude and phase modulation of oblique pulsation.
A larger effect comes from the changing background light from
the ellipsoidal variability (ELV), which can be seen in Fig. 8
to have a semi-amplitude of just over 1 per cent. Thus, for a
constant pulsation amplitude a multiplet is generated over the orbital
period that describes amplitude modulation by 1 per cent. This
is tiny compared to the observed amplitude modulation, but is
detectable and does contribute a small amount to the amplitudes
of the sidelobes in the frequency multiplets. It does not affect the
interpretation that the multiplets are generated by oblique pulsation.
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Figure 7. The four mode frequency septuplets isolated. For each of the
septuplets some of the lower amplitude peaks are not visible, although
the least-squares fits show that they are statistically significant in most
cases; see Table 3. The low amplitudes of the ±3ν rot components indicates
that quintuplets would be a good fit to most of these multiplets. We fitted
septuplets for completeness. Pure spherical harmonic dipoles would give
triplets, quadrupoles would give quintuplets, etc. The tidal distortion of the
pulsation modes from simple spherical harmonics generates more multiplet
components to describe the amplitude and phase variations over the orbit,
as we observe the pulsation from varying aspect.

coincides with orbital minimum light when the L1 side of the
primary star crosses the line of sight. This is the proof that these
modes are pulsating along the tidal axis. Fig. 8 also shows clearly
that the amplitude on the L1 side of the primary star is much larger
than on the other side. This is the reason for calling the star a
‘single-sided pulsator’.
When the amplitudes are small, the errors on the phase become
large. Nevertheless, it can be seen that there is a range of orbital
phase between about 0.3 and 0.6 where the pulsation phase reverses
by ∼ π rad for ν 1 , ν 3 and ν 4 , whereas the uncertainties are too great
to say whether this is also the case for ν 2 . For ν 1 , ν 3 and ν 4 this shows
that the line of sight has crossed a surface pulsation node. Whether
these non-radial distorted modes are primarily dipole modes, or
some higher degree, is not certain. Their surface flux perturbation
requires a superposition of several spherical harmonics to reproduce
the data.
For CO Cam the latitudinal change in flux perturbation may be
confined to superficial layers where tidal effects are significant, so
that ‘single-sided’ pulsation may occur for all mode degrees, even
for a radial mode whose amplitude in deeper layers is essentially
spherically symmetric. Currently, this ‘tidal trapping’ phenomenon
is not totally understood, but the physical causes and theoretical
implications are discussed in Section 8 below, and in Fuller et al.
(in preparation).

Figure 8. Each pair of panels shows the pulsation amplitude and phase
variation as a function of orbital phase for the isolated data (cf. Fig. 7). The
bottom panel shows the orbital light variations as a function of orbital phase.
It can be seen that pulsation maxima and orbital light minimum coincide, as
required by the oblique pulsator model.
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6.2 Modelling the SED plus radial velocity

Figure 9. An amplitude spectrum after pre-whitening the orbital harmonic series, showing peaks for at least 3 g modes at 2.398509,
3.380613 and 3.971885 d−1 . The lowest frequency peaks below 1 d−1 are
probably instrumental artefacts.

With the original SAP data, once the orbital harmonic series is prewhitened, at low frequency there are some g-mode peaks visible
among the instrumental noise peaks. There are three low frequencies
that are probably due to g modes. Some modelling is needed to try
to find mode identifications for these. The mode frequencies for the
three clear g-mode peaks are 2.398509, 3.380613 and 3.971885 d−1 ;
these can be seen in Fig. 9. The first and third of these are separated
by the twice orbital frequency, but are not harmonics of that
frequency, hence they may be non-linearly coupled. Without a richer
set of g-mode frequencies, little more can be concluded from this.

5 Z E ROT H - O R D E R P - M O D E C O N S T R A I N T S
The standard simple relation for a toy model pulsator relating the
pulsation period and mean density is

ρ
= Q,
(1)
P
ρ
where Q is a constant for a given pulsation mode, defined by this
equation. This can be rewritten in terms of observables as
log Q = log P +

1
1
log g + Mbol + log Teff − 6.454,
2
10

(2)

where P is in days and log g uses cgs units. Taking Teff = 7070 K
(from Table 1), log g = 4.0 from the TIC, and estimating Mbol =
2.5 mag from the Gaia parallax and V magnitude then gives for
ν 1 = 13.37815 d−1 a value of Q = 0.033. For standard δ Sct models
this is what is expected for the radial fundamental mode. That there
are multiple modes close in frequency suggests that at least some of
them are non-radial modes, and that those have low radial overtones,
a useful constraint.

6 S Y S T E M PA R A M E T E R S
6.1 Methods
In order to evaluate the binary system parameters of CO Cam, we
utilized two essentially independent approaches to the analysis. In
the first, we find the stellar masses, inclination and system age that
best yield a match to the existing measurements of the spectral
energy distribution (SED) and the measured RV of the primary star.
In the second approach, we model the TESS light curve and simultaneously the RV curve with the PHOEBE2 binary light-curve emulator
(Prša et al. 2016). Both methods utilize a Markov chain Monte Carlo
(MCMC) approach to evaluate the uncertainties in the parameters.
MNRAS 494, 5118–5133 (2020)

3 http://viz-beta.u-strasbg.fr/vizier/sed/doc/
4 We

have chosen solar metallicity for lack of better information about the
interior composition of the primary star in CO Cam. In Am stars spectral
peculiarities are confined to a thin surface layer.
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4.1 The g-mode pulsation frequencies

The principal input ingredients for this approach are (1) the known
K velocity for the primary star (see Fig. 1 and Bischoff et al. 2017);
(2) the measured SED points3 between 0.15 and 25 μm; and (3)
the Gaia distance (Lindegren et al. 2018a). Another more minor
ingredient is the constraint imposed by various spectral estimates
of the primary’s surface gravity which we combine to yield log g =
3.95 ± 0.1 (cgs units; Trilling et al. 2007; Schröder, Reiners &
Schmitt 2009). In support of the literature data, two consecutive
high-resolution spectra (R = 55 000) of CO Cam were taken with
the CAOS spectrograph (Leone et al. 2016) attached to the 91-cm
telescope at Catania Observatory on the night of 2019 September
21/22. Integration times of 600 and 900 s were employed to yield
an S/N of the combined spectrum of 224. After standard reductions,
this spectrum was analysed following the methods outlined by
Kahraman Aliçavuş et al. (2016), resulting in Teff = 7000 ± 100 K,
log g = 4.0 ± 0.1, microturbulence velocity ξ = 2.9 ± 0.2 km s−1
and a projected rotational velocity vsin i = 63 ± 4 km s−1 .
We also make use of the MIST (MESA Isochrones and Stellar
Tracks; Paxton et al. 2011, 2015; Choi et al. 2016; Dotter 2016)
evolution tracks for stellar masses between 0.7 and 3.0 M with
solar composition,4 in steps of 0.1 M . And, finally, we utilize the
Castelli & Kurucz (2003) model stellar atmospheres for 4000 < Teff
< 10 000 K in steps of 250 K.
Our approach follows that of Devor & Charbonneau (2006),
Moe & Di Stefano (2013, 2015), Maxted & Hutcheon (2018),
Windemuth et al. (2019), and Borkovits et al. (2019), but we outline
our procedure here for completeness because it differs in some
aspects. We use an MCMC code (see e.g. Ford 2005) that evaluates
four parameters: the primary mass, M1 , secondary mass, M2 , system
inclination angle, i, and the MIST equivalent evolutionary phase
(EEP) of the primary star.
The steps of the MIST evolutionary tracks are numbered such that
the 10 ‘principal EEP’ values (Roman numerals) and corresponding
‘subdivided EEP’ numbers (Arabic numerals) are I-1 giving the
first point on the pre-main-sequence (PMS) phase; II-202 the start
of the zero-age main sequence (ZAMS); III-353 the intermediateage main-sequence (IAMS) phase; and IV-454 the terminal-age
main sequence (TAMS) and the prelude to the subgiant branch
(or Hertzsprung gap). Note that the subdivided EEP numbers
continuously progress to higher values (X-1710 at the relic white
dwarf cooling sequence), but these latter values include evolutionary
phases that do not concern us in the CO Cam system. While the
subdivided EEP numbers are continuous within a principal EEP set,
they do not generally represent equal steps in the evolutionary age,
τ , stellar radius, R, or effective temperature, Teff , and that this part
of the ‘non-uniformity’ in sampling must be handled separately.
For each link in the MCMC chain, we use the value of M1
and the EEP value for the primary to find R1 and Teff, 1 from the
corresponding MIST tracks, using interpolation for masses between
those that are tabulated. That also provides an age, τ , for the star.
Since we tentatively assume that the two stars in the binary are
coeval, we use the value of τ to find the EEP for the secondary star.
From that, we determine the values of R2 and Teff, 2 .
At this point we check to see that neither star overfills its Roche
lobe and that no eclipses should be seen (since there are no eclipses
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Table 4. Derived parameters for the CO Cam system.
Input constraints
K1 (km s−1 )c
log g1 (cgs)d
v sin i (km s−1 )e
Spectral
Light-curve modelling
Luminosity
Distance (pc)

Light curve + RVb

72.3 ± 0.3
3.95 ± 0.1
63 ± 4
29 SED pointsf
–
L2 < 0.2 L1 g
33.56 ± 0.17h

72.3 ± 0.3
–
–
–
TESSg
–
–

SED + RVa
1.52 ± 0.02
0.83 ± 0.08
1.79 ± 0.07
0.75 ± 0.07
7075 ± 120
5085 ± 325
53.6 ± 5
6.54 ± 0.06
0.63 ± 0.03
135 ± 11
1.36 ± 0.16
–
–

Light curve + RVb
1.48+0.02
−0.01
0.86 ± 0.02
1.83 ± 0.01
0.84 ± 0.02
7080 ± 80
5050 ± 150
48.9 ± 1.0
6.55 ± 0.03
0.65 ± 0.02
124 ± 2
–
0.88 ± 0.04
0.81 ± 0.05

a See

Section 6.2 for details.
Section 6.3 for details.
c Bischoff et al. (2017).
d See Section 6.2 for references.
e See Section 6.2 for the source.
f The SED points with λ < 0.3 μm are taken from VizieR (http://viz-beta.ustrasbg.fr/vizier/sed/doc/), while the four UV points are from Thompson
et al. (1978).
g This work.
h Gaia DR2 (Lindegren et al. 2018b).
i Predicted value.
j Gravity brightening parameter.
k Bolometric albedo.
b See

Figure 10. Spectral fit to the 29 available SED data using the combined
flux from the two stars. This emerges directly from the MCMC analysis
where the SED is fitted during each link of the MCMC.

observed in CO Cam). If either of these is not satisfied, then that
step in the MCMC chain is rejected.
We then utilize the two masses and the inclination to determine
what the K velocity of the primary should be. This is compared to
the measured value, and the uncertainty is used to determine the
contribution to χ 2 due to the RV evaluation.

Figure 11. The age probability distribution for the system deduced from
the MCMC analysis of the system parameters and the MIST evolution tracks
(see Section 6.2 for references).

Finally, we use R1 and Teff, 1 , as well as R2 and Teff, 2 , along
with interpolated Kurucz model spectra, to fit the 29 available SED
points. The value of χ 2 for this part of the analysis is added to the
contribution from the RV match, and a decision is made in the usual
way via the Metropolis–Hastings jump condition (Metropolis et al.
1953; Hastings 1970) as to whether to accept the new step or not.
This is done 107 times and the posterior system parameters are
collected. The parameter posterior distributions are further weighted
according the derivative of the age with respect to the primary
EEP number: dτ /d(EEP). This corrects for the unevenly spaced
EEP points within a larger evolutionary category, and across their
boundaries.
The results of this analysis are summarized in the middle column
of Table 4. We find that the primary star has a mass of 1.5 M , and
has evolved somewhat off the ZAMS, i.e. is near the IAMS with a
radius of 1.8 R . The unseen secondary star is low enough in mass
(0.8–0.9 M ) that it is still near the ZAMS.5 If the mass turns out
to be as large as 0.9 M , then the secondary could ultimately be
directly detectable in future more sensitive spectroscopic studies.
The distribution of allowed Teff, 1 values for the primary star
is well constrained to 7070 ± 100 K. By contrast, the allowed
values for Teff, 2 are  5050 ± 150 K. Additional ground-based
spectroscopic constraints on Teff, 2 would greatly help in determining
the mass of the secondary.
As an important part of the process of evaluating the system
parameters in this first approach, we fitted the SED for CO Cam
during each step of the MCMC analysis. An illustrative fit to a
composite spectrum (due to both stars) is shown in Fig. 10. The
fitted model is a composite of the corresponding two Castelli &
Kurucz (2003) model spectra.
The age distribution inferred from the EEP values in the MCMC
analysis is shown in Fig. 11. The likely age of CO Cam is
1.36 ± 0.16 Gyr. This is indeed the amount of time required for a
1.5 M star to evolve to the IAMS.
The inclination angle is well constrained to be 50 ± 2◦ . However,
this is refined even further in Section 6.3.
Finally, in Fig. 12 we show the distribution of Roche lobe ‘filling
factors’ for the primary star, formally R1 /RL . This quantity seems
to be robustly near 2/3, well below unity. In contrast, the stars in
5 This

assumes no mass-loss or transfer in CO Cam during its prior history.
We address this issue in Section 6.4.
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Derived parameter
M1 (M )
M2 (M )
R1 (R )
R2 (R )
Teff,1 (K)
Teff,2 (K)
i (deg)
a (R )
R1 /RL
K2 (km s−1 )i
Age (Gyr)
β1 j
A2 k

SED + RVa
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Figure 14. The model PHOEBE2 light curve (top) and RV curve (bottom)
overlaid on the observations. In each panel the PHOEBE2 model is in red and
the data points are in black. The Doppler boosting term has been removed
from the TESS light curve (top panel) before doing the fit.

frequency):
F (t) = 1 + B1 cos ωt + B2 cos 2ωt + B3 cos 3ωt + A1 sin ωt

Figure 13. Simple decomposition of the orbital light curve of CO Cam
into four orthogonal sinusoids representing ellipsoidal light variation, the
illumination effect, and Doppler boosting (see the text and equation 3 for
details). The black dots are the data points and the red curve is the fitted
function, i.e. the sum of the four terms in equation (3). To first order,
the orange and green curves represent the ELV and illumination effects,
respectively, while the purple curve is the Doppler boosting term.

HD 74423 are very near-Roche lobe filling (Handler et al. 2020).
It is a challenge to understand why the pulsations are so strongly
modulated with orbital phase in both systems, as we discuss further
in Section 8.
6.3 Modelling the TESS light curve plus RV curve
In the previous section, we found the basic system parameters from
an MCMC evaluation of the two masses, the inclination angle, and
the evolutionary phases of the two stars. The fitted parameters were
K1 , log g1 , vsin i and 29 SED points, coupled with the Gaia distance.
We now proceed to test and refine these parameters via simultaneous fitting of the TESS orbital light curve as well as the RV
curve (Bischoff et al. 2017) using the next-generation Wilson–
Devinney code PHOEBE2 (Prša et al. 2016). First, we removed the
pulsations from the light curve as shown in the bottom panel of
Fig. 8. Then we decomposed the flux, F(t), into its lowest three
orthogonal frequencies (i.e. multiples of 1, 2 and 3 times the orbital
MNRAS 494, 5118–5133 (2020)

(3)

(Kopal 1959; Carter, Rappaport & Fabrycky 2011), where the B2
term, at twice the orbital frequency, represents the bulk of the
ELV amplitude, the B1 term represents most of the irradiation
effect (at the orbital frequency) and the A1 term provides a good
representation of the Doppler boosting effect (Loeb & Gaudi 2003;
van Kerkwijk et al. 2010). The ELV also contributes to B1 and B3 ,
while the irradiation effect contributes to B2 as well. However, only
the Doppler boosting effect is expected to contribute significantly
to A1 , especially if the stars are co-rotating with the orbit, which is
almost certainly the case here.
In Fig. 13, we decompose the orbital light curve into these four
terms shown respectively as B2 (orange; −9.91 mmag), B1 (green;
−3.05 mmag), B3 (blue; −0.47 mmag) and A1 (purple; +0.97
mmag). The fit to the orbital light curve is nearly perfect, indicating
that all three physical effects account for all the discernible orbital
modulations.
As of the version 2.2 release (Jones et al. 2020), PHOEBE2 does not
include a treatment of the Doppler boosting effect. Thus, we elected
to subtract off the A1 term from the light curve before fitting via
the MCMC methodology outlined in Boffin et al. (2018) and Jones
et al. (2019). The component masses, radii and temperatures, and
the orbital inclination were allowed to vary freely over the ranges
determined by the analysis presented in Section 6.2, with the 1σ
uncertainty ranges taken as uniform priors for the PHOEBE2 MCMC
analysis. The only additional free parameters were the gravity
4
4
= Teff,pole
(glocal /gpole )β ),
brightening exponent, β 1 (where Teff,local
of the primary and the (Bond) bolometric albedo (Horvat et al.
2019), A2 , of the secondary, which are critical for constraining the
ELV and irradiation effect amplitudes, respectively.
The best-fitting light and RV curves are presented in Fig. 14 while
the model parameters are listed in the last column of Table 4.
It is clear that the PHOEBE2 model provides a remarkably good fit
to both the observed light and RV curves, with all model variables
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Figure 12. Distribution of Roche lobe filling factors for the primary star
(the pulsator). It appears that the primary fills no more than 2/3 of its Roche
lobe.

The single-sided pulsator CO Cam

6.4 Prior possible history of mass transfer
Thus, far in our analysis of the system parameters in CO Cam we
have made at least the implicit assumption that the secondary star is
coeval with the primary and that there has been no prior episode of
mass transfer. In the SED plus RV fitting in Section 6.2, we in fact
made explicit use of the coeval and no-mass-transfer assumptions
in employing MIST evolution tracks for the two stars. It is hardly
surprising, then, that the secondary of mass  1 M ends up having
the properties of a low-mass main-sequence star, given that the more
massive primary star is only slightly evolved.
By contrast, the light curve plus RV fitting in Section 6.3 made
no such assumptions about the evolutionary status of the two stars.
That analysis places both the mass and radius of the secondary star
in the MS region of the diagram. This result does not prove that the
star is on the MS, nor that it has never lost any mass previously,
but it does suggest that mass transfer is unnecessary to bring the
CO Cam system into its current configuration.
In that regard, we carried out an extensive exploration of parameter space to try to identify a range of initial conditions that would
allow the primordial binary to evolve into a system resembling
CO Cam at the current epoch. Specifically, we considered primary
masses between 0.5 and 1.5 M , secondary masses between 1 and
3 M , and orbital periods between the minimum required for the
immediate onset of Roche lobe overflow (PRLOF ) and 10 times that
value. Varying the orbital period is equivalent to varying the degree
to which the donor has evolved from the ZAMS at the onset of mass
transfer (e.g. Case A, AB, or B mass transfer).
In addition, we tried different combinations of systemic mass-loss
(fraction of mass expelled from the binary), and angular momentum
loss prescriptions (e.g. whether magnetic stellar wind braking was
operative6 ). A grid of about 800 evolutionary tracks was computed
using the MESA stellar evolution code (Paxton et al. 2011, 2015),
where the evolution of both components (donor and accretor) was
computed simultaneously. We found that once mass transfer started,
it was very difficult for the binary to enter a detached phase with
properties similar to those inferred for CO Cam. The detached
phases were of very short duration (of the order of 10 Myr) and
during this period the donor’s surface was in close proximity to its
Roche lobe.
While we have not carried out an exhaustive exploration of
parameter space and thus cannot rule out the possibility of a prior

6 We adopted the prescription for mass and angular momentum loss described

by Tauris & van den Heuvel (2006) where the parameters α and β were
allowed to vary between 0 and 1.

history of mass transfer in CO Cam, we do not consider it very
likely.
7 P U L S AT I O N M O D E L S
In this section, we discuss stellar models that have pulsation frequencies that agree with the highest amplitude p-mode frequencies
detected in CO Cam. Main-sequence models of masses ranging
from 1.4 M to 1.7 M with a solar abundance (X, Z) = (0.72,
0.014) were computed by the MESA code (ver. 7184; Paxton et al.
2013, 2015). In some models overshooting from the convective core
was included, adopting the exponentially decaying mixing scheme
invented by Herwig (2000), where the scale length of the mixing
is given as hos × Hp , with Hp being the pressure scale length. The
extent of mixing is controlled by the free parameter hos . We consider
the cases of hos = 0 (no overshooting), 0.005, 0.01 and 0.02.
For each assumed value of the parameter hos , we obtained
evolutionary models for various masses, and found evolutionary
stages where the frequency of the radial fundamental mode lies
within the range of the observed four main frequencies, 13.0–
14.1 d−1 . For those selected models, we have obtained adiabatic
pulsation frequencies of non-radial modes with low latitudinal
degree ( ≤ 3). Among them we looked for a model that reproduces
the observed main frequencies ν 1 , ν 2 , ν 3 and ν 4 with radial ( =
0) and low-degree non-radial ( ≤ 3) modes. While these modes
are well described by single spherical harmonics in the interior of
the star, the tidal distortion of the surface requires a summation of
low-degree spherical harmonics to describe the observations, hence
even the radial modes will be amplitude modulated and generate a
frequency multiplet in the oblique pulsator model (see Kurtz 1992
for a discussion). We found a best model for each of the parameters
hos = 0.01 and 0.02 (these correspond approximately to step-wise
overshooting mixings of 0.1Hp and 0.2Hp , respectively), while no
satisfactory models were found for hos ≤ 0.005.
Pulsation frequencies of the two best models are compared with
the observed p-mode frequencies of CO Cam in Fig. 15. In the
1.53-M model with hos = 0.01 (middle panel), the radial fundamental mode is fitted with the largest amplitude frequency ν 1 ,
while in the 1.51-M model with hos = 0.02 (bottom panel) the
radial fundamental mode is fitted with ν 2 . We refer to ν 1 . . . ν 4
p modes to distinguish them from the lower frequency g modes, but
the radial mode is actually the fundamental mode. In fact, the nonradial modes have the mixed character; i.e. a g-mode characteristic
in the core region (where the Brunt–Väisälä frequency is higher
than the pulsation frequencies) and the f-mode characteristic in the
envelope, where the radial displacement has no node despite the
fact that frequencies are above the Brunt-Väisälä frequency and the
Lamb frequency (see Fig. 17 below).
A low-amplitude frequency ν 5 = 11.252 d−1 (see Fig. 5) is
consistent with an  = 1 mode of the 1.53-M model, while no
corresponding mode is present in the 1.51-M model. Another
low-amplitude frequency ν 6 = 15.293 d−1 cannot be fitted by either
of the two models, although ν 6 − ν orb = 14.506 d−1 is close to a
frequency of  = 3 in the 1.53-M model.
Parameters of the two best models are listed in Table 5. They
are very similar to each other despite the difference in the overshooting parameters. This is because they are mainly determined
by the requirement that the fundamental mode frequency, which is
proportional to M1/2 R−3/2 , should be equal to ν 2 or ν 1 . However, we
note here the best models given in Table 5 have larger radii (by 3 σ ),
are cooler Teff (by 3 σ ) and have older ages (by 2 σ ) than we found
from the analysis of the CO Cam system parameters (see Table 4).
MNRAS 494, 5118–5133 (2020)
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extremely well constrained. While the properties of the primary
were already relatively well constrained by the analysis presented
in Section 6.2, the PHOEBE2 fitting also provides relatively strong
constraints on the temperature and radius of the secondary even
though it contributes minimally at most orbital phases. This is
principally due to the contribution of the irradiation effect around the
shallower light-curve minimum, which is a function of the albedo,
radius and temperature of the secondary, as well as the emergent
spectrum of the primary which is a function of primary mass, radius
and temperature (which are in turn well constrained by the shape of
the light curve). Ultimately, the strongly inter-related nature of all
the model parameters and their impact on the observations, means
that a unique solution could be derived which further refines the
parameters from the analysis in Section 6.2.
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Figure 15. Central pulsation frequencies of the multiplets in the p-mode
range of CO Cam (top panel) are compared with pulsation frequencies
(crosses) of two models of 1.53 and 1.51 M . The vertical axes of the
middle and bottom panels represent latitudinal degree, . Each model is the
best model for a given overshooting parameter, where os01 and os02 mean
that hos = 0.01 and 0.02, respectively.
Table 5. Models that best reproduce the main p modes of CO Cam.
Mass
(M )

hos

L
(L )

Teff
(K)

R
(R )

Age
(109 yr)

XHc

1.53
1.51

0.01
0.02

7.44
7.38

6770
6730

1.99
2.00

1.6
1.8

0.30
0.34

In addition to the p modes, at least three g-mode frequencies
(2.3985, 3.3806, 3.9719 d−1 ) were detected. These frequencies
correspond to intermediate-order g modes (n = −7 to −12 for
 = 1 and n = −18 to −30 for  = 3). Further comparison with
models is difficult because the effects of rotation (0.787 d−1 , if
synchronized) are considerable.
8 T H E O RY
The pulsational amplitude modulation of CO Cam is puzzling.
Unlike the single-sided pulsator HD 74423 (Handler et al. 2020),
CO Cam appears to substantially underfill its Roche lobe, so the
star is not particularly asymmetric, and it does not extend to near
its L1 point where the effective gravity vanishes. Fig. 16 shows
a model of the Brunt–Väisälä frequency N for a tidally distorted
polytropic model as a function of tidal latitude θ (i.e. angle away
from the line of apsides on the L1 side of the star). This simple
model has a density profile corresponding to a polytrope of index
3 (γ = 4/3), an adiabatic index  1 = 5/3 appropriate for an ideal
gas, and it extends to 0.67 of its Roche radius (i.e. the radius of a
sphere with equal volume to its Roche lobe). For this model, the
Brunt-Väisälä frequency is given by N = 2geff /(5cs ), where geff is
the effective gravity, and cs is the sound speed. Comparison with
a more realistic (but undistorted) stellar model in Fig. 17 shows
fairly good agreement in the value of N. While there is substantial
latitudinal variation of N near the star’s surface, the asymmetry
between θ = 0◦ (near the L1 point) and θ = 180◦ (near the L3 point)
MNRAS 494, 5118–5133 (2020)

Figure 17. Propagation diagram for the primary star in CO Cam, showing
the Brunt–Väisälä frequency N (blue line), acoustic cut-off frequency ωc
(green line),  = 2 Lamb frequency L2 (purple dashed line), and observed
pulsation frequencies ωobs (solid lines). The observed pulsations behave
most like fundamental modes in the envelope, and gravity modes in the
core.

is very small. Hence, even if the tidal distortion is strong enough to
align the pulsation axis with the line of apsides, it is not clear why
the pulsations should have much larger amplitude on the L1 side of
the star compared to the L3 side.
Another difference between CO Cam and HD 74423 is that the
modes in CO Cam can best be described as fundamental modes
(f modes) rather than pressure modes (p modes), as found by the
modelling in Section 7. In contrast, HD 74423 pulsates in a single
first overtone p mode. This conclusion is confirmed from a stellar
model of CO Cam, shown in Fig. 17. The model is constructed using
the MESA stellar evolution code (Paxton et al. 2011, 2013, 2015,
2018, 2019) with properties very similar to those in Table 4. The
observed pulsations are comparable to the Brunt–Väisälä frequency
in the envelope, above the envelope’s low- Lamb frequencies, but
below the acoustic cut-off frequency ωc = cs /(2Hp ), where Hp is a
pressure scale height. Hence, the pulsations are evanescent f modes
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Figure 16. The Brunt–Väisälä frequency, N, as a function of tidal latitude
(measured in the orbital plane) of a tidally distorted polytropic model with
the same Roche geometry as CO Cam. Different colours correspond to
different radial coordinates within the star, and the horizontal black lines are
the observed pulsation frequencies (ω1 − ω4 ) of CO Cam.

The single-sided pulsator CO Cam
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component in the surface flux perturbation, because a purely real
flux perturbation can only produce phase jumps of π . In other words,
the perturbed flux pattern must laterally propagate across the stellar
surface, rather than the usual case of a standing mode in the lateral
direction.
In short, we currently cannot explain the observed amplitude or
phase modulation of the pulsation modes of CO Cam, but it is clear
that a substantial amount of latitudinal tidal trapping and phase
modulation is required. More detailed theoretical investigations
should seek to explain these phenomena and to make predictions
for future single-sided pulsators.
9 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

in the envelope, though note they have g-mode character near the
core.
It is not clear why these f modes should be trapped on one side
of the star, but one possibility is that the latitudinal variation of
N may help confine the modes. Tidal confinement seems possible
because the value of N in the star’s envelope is very similar to
the observed pulsation frequencies, so pulsations will be sensitive
to lateral variations in N, which can behave like a wave guide.
Robust calculations are difficult because a WKB approximation is
not good for f modes, but the value of N can behave like an effective
potential. Waves whose frequency is greater than N at the potential’s
minimum, but lower than N at the potential’s maximum (as is the
case at r = 0.94 R in Fig. 16) may be trapped at the deepest potential
minimum at θ = 0◦ .
From the observed pulsation amplitude modulation, some sort
of tidal trapping must be occurring. Fig. 18 shows the amplitude
and phase modulation of  = 0 and  = 1 modes (with m = 0)
aligned with the tidal axis. We plot both ‘normal’ modes whose
perturbed flux is given by the corresponding spherical harmonic,
and ‘trapped’ modes for which we have multiplied by the flux
perturbation by a factor of cos 2 (θ /2). This arbitrary trapping reduces
the flux perturbation on the L3 side of the star. While none of the
models matches the data particularly well, a trapped  = 1 mode
comes closest. It is clear that some sort of tidal trapping is required
in CO Cam in order to match the strong amplitude modulation
over the orbital phase. Additionally, radial modes produce no
phase variation throughout the orbit, so there must also be some
latitudinal phase variation of the modes, as expected for non-radial
modes. The smooth observed phase variation requires an imaginary
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Figure 18. Top panel: As a function of orbital phase, amplitude modulation
of different types of modes, viewed at an inclination angle of i = 50◦ to
the orbital axis. Each mode is assumed to be aligned with the tidal axis, but
the flux perturbation is enhanced near the L1 point for the ‘trapped’ modes,
while the ‘normal’ modes have the usual spherical harmonic dependence.
Green dots are the (smoothed) observed phase variation of mode ν 1 . Bottom
panel: Corresponding mode phase variations.

CO Cam is the second ‘single-sided pulsator’ to be discovered. The
first was HD 74423 (Handler et al. 2020), which is composed of two
stars of nearly identical mass in a 1.58-d orbit; both of those stars
are λ Boo stars. CO Cam also has its pulsation axis along the tidal
axis, but in its case there are at least four oblique pulsation modes,
and it is a marginal Am star. The orbital period is 1.2709927 d
and the secondary is a cooler main-sequence star (probably a G
star). The system parameters for both components of CO Cam
are very well characterized by our modelling of the SED plus
the radial velocities, and, independently, the light curve and radial
velocities.
Both CO Cam and HD 74423 show much higher pulsation
amplitude in the hemisphere closest to the L1 point. CO Cam only
extends to ≈2/3 of its Roche lobe radius and its tidal distortion is not
highly asymmetric, so it is difficult to understand how its modes can
be confined to one side of the star (Section 8). In contrast, HD 74423
is nearly Roche lobe filling and is very asymmetric, allowing
acoustic waves to propagate very close to the photosphere near
the L1 point such that they cause much larger flux modulation on
that side of the star (Fuller et al., in preparation). More single-sided
pulsators should be identified and examined in order to understand
better the physical causes of the tidal trapping phenomenon.
With these being the first known cases of ‘single-sided pulsation’
we cannot yet answer a plethora of questions that they give rise to.
We are confident that more of these stars will be found, and we are
carrying out the search for them. Until those are found and we have
an understanding of the range of behaviour possible for these stars,
this discussion now will concentrate on the questions that they pose,
and the physics they may address.
HD 74423 and CO Cam are δ Sct stars; they both lie within
the traditionally defined instability strip where it crosses the main
sequence. Bowman & Kurtz (2018) and Bowman et al. (2016) give
an extensive discussion of nearly 1000 δ Sct stars observed for 4
yr by the Kepler mission, showing that the instability strip is not
well defined. In a more extensive study of 15 000 Kepler A and
F stars, Murphy et al. (2019) showed that the fraction of δ Sct
stars peaks in the middle of the instability strip at 70 per cent, and
drops off at hotter and cooler Teff . They find the main-sequence blue
and red edges of the δ Sct instability strip to be 9100 and 7100 K,
corresponding to spectral types A3 to F0. The reasons why stars of
similar age and structure pulsate in some cases and not others are
not known, whether they are in binary systems, or are single stars.
HD 74423 addresses this question directly. One of the stars in
that system pulsates with a single p mode with the pulsation axis
along the tidal axis. The star has no other pulsation modes, neither
p modes nor g modes, and its companion shows no pulsations at
all. In a coeval binary system with two, nearly identical λ Boo
stars, why does one star pulsate and the other does not? What is the
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difference in driving and damping in these stars? Are some pulsating
close binary stars oblique pulsators, while others are not? As more
single-sided pulsators are found, we will begin to understand better
the astrophysics needed to answer these questions.
This problem of why some stars pulsate and others do not is
not understood for close binary stars (Gaulme & Guzik 2019).
New techniques for studying binary stars using pulsations as the
frequency standard have been very successful in characterizing δ Sct
stars in binaries. Murphy et al. (2018) characterize the orbits of 341
new binaries with δ Sct pulsators using Kepler data alone. And the
‘heartbeat stars’, eccentric binaries with pulsating components that
have strong tidal interaction and excitation at periastron passage,
now number around 200 examples; see Guo et al. (2020) for recent
studies and further references. These stars mostly have relatively
long orbital periods where the stars are only tidally distorted at
periastron, although there are now some known with orbital periods
of only a few days. The Am stars were once thought not to show
δ Sct pulsation (Kurtz 1976), but with higher precision photometry
it is now known that many of them are δ Sct stars (Smalley et al.
2017). Most Am stars are in low-eccentricity binaries with orbital
periods in the 1–10 d range, hence have equatorial rotation velocities
usually less than 100 km s−1 . It is thus perhaps not surprising that
we have found single-sided pulsation in CO Cam, which is an Am
star in a short orbital period binary. Given that the Am phenomenon
arises from atomic diffusion, which needs stability against turbulent
mixing that is facilitated by slow rotation, and given that short orbital
period binaries tend to be synchronous rotators, leading to relatively
slow rotation, we expect to find more single-sided pulsators among
the Am δ Sct stars.
While Gaulme & Guzik (2019) have presented the first systematic
study of pulsation in close binary stars in the Kepler and TESS data
sets, there is as yet no detailed study of all of those stars. Such
a study is needed to address questions that arise from HD 74423
and CO Cam. Why does HD 74423 show only one pulsation mode?
Most δ Sct stars are highly multi-periodic; often δ Sct stars with
only a single pulsation mode are found among the high amplitude
δ Sct (HADS) stars. Does the tidal distortion of HD 74423 select
a single pulsation mode? Or is it a selection effect that the first
single-sided pulsator has only one mode, since that is easier to
see, hence to discover? CO Cam shows four principal modes, plus
probably others, hence single-sided pulsators can be multi-periodic.
Do short orbital period binaries with components in the instability
strip often, or even usually, pulsate obliquely with the tidal axis
as the pulsation axis, but are difficult to recognize with confusion
among all the oblique pulsation multiplets? A systematic survey for
these stars will shed light on these questions.
As mentioned above, CO Cam is an Am star. Is that relevant
to its single-sided pulsation, or is it simply that close binary stars
in the instability strip tend to be Am stars because of rotational
synchronization? Is it relevant to the single-sided pulsation that
HD74423 has two λ Boo stars? We do not know.
Pulsating stars in close binaries offer the combination of astrophysical inference from both asteroseismology and traditional
binary star physics. Add to that the advantage conferred by oblique
pulsation, which gives a view of the pulsation modes from varying
aspect, and it can be seen that these single-sided pulsators offer new
opportunities in stellar astrophysics.
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